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CITY OF NEW YORK 
CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD 
-------------------------------------------------------------------x 
In the matter of the complaint of:                                             
 
ATIQUR CHOWDHURY, on behalf of  
Minor Child ABRAR CHOWDHURY                                                   Complaint No. 

           
Complainant, 

       -against- 
 
THE NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT, 
102ND Precinct and 
 
DETECTIVE CONTRERAS, 

 
Respondents. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------x 

Complainant Atiqur Chowdhury (“Complainant” or “Chowdhury”), on behalf of his minor 

son, Abrar Chowdhury (“Abrar”), by and through his attorney, the Council on American-Islamic 

Relations, New York Inc. (“CAIR-NY”), brings this complaint against Respondents, the New York 

Police Department, 102nd Precinct (“102nd Precinct”) and Detective Contreras, and respectfully 

alleges:  

PARTIES IN THE COMPLAINT 

1. Complainant, Mr. Atiqur Chowdhury, is an individual residing at  

 NY 11418. Complainant Chowdhury is acting on behalf of his son, Abrar 

Chowdhury, a minor, who is sixteen years old and resides with his parents. The Chowdhury family is 

Muslim and of Bengali descent. 

2. Respondent the New York Police Department (“NYPD”), has its headquarters at 1 

Police Plaza, New York, NY, 10038.  Respondent NYPD operates its 102nd Precinct location at 87-

34 118th Street, Richmond Hill, NY 11418.  
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3. Respondent Detective Contreras (“Contreras”) is employed by the NYPD, and, 

upon information and belief, has his primary place of business at the NYPD 102nd Precinct located 

at 87-34 118th Street, Richmond Hill, NY 11418.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

4. Abrar Chowdhury is a 16-year-old teenager, a Muslim, and of Bengali descent.  

5. At the time of Abrar’s attack (described below) on June 14, 2019, he was a ninth grader 

at EPIC High School North in Queens, NY. 

6. On June 14, 2019, Abrar was exiting the bus at approximately 3:00 p.m.  As he exited, 

Abrar encountered the lead teenage assailant (hereinafter “Teenage Assailant A”). To Abrar’s best 

recollection, this was the first time he had met Teenage Assailant A in person.  

7. Teenage Assailant A and Abrar had previously exchanged verbal communications via 

Snapchat.  Teenage Assailant A wanted to fight Abrar.  Abrar agreed to fight at a nearby parking lot.  

8. As Abrar was walking to the parking lot, he saw that a group of teenagers had gathered 

there to attack him. He ran away and hid in the lobby of the nearby CTA High School. He called his 

brother, who came with their parents about ten minutes later to pick Abrar up.  

9. When the Chowdhury family arrived at home at approximately 3:30 p.m., they found 

that approximately ten of the teenaged assailants had gathered outside their building and that some 

had gone inside and were attempting to enter the Chowdhury apartment. Two of the teenagers were 

carrying steel rods. 

10. As soon as the Complainant, Abrar, and Abrar’s brother saw the teenagers outside 

their home they left the car. Meanwhile, Complainant’s wife, Nasreen Chowdhury, called the NYPD. 

11. Abrar and his brother chased after the teenagers. Teenage Assailant A ran into a phone 

store about two blocks from the Chowdhury home. Abrar and his brother followed Teenage Assailant 
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A into the store and told him never to come back to their home again. Abrar and his brother then left 

the store. Abrar and his brother did not harm Teenage Assailant A in any way. 

12. Upon information and belief, when Abrar and his brother left the store, Teenage 

Assailant A called an adult friend of his father’s or an adult relative.  

13. When Abrar and his brother left the store, they joined Complainant, their father, across 

the street, intending to return home together. At this point, the man whom Teenage Assailant A 

allegedly called (hereinafter “Adult Assailant”) pulled up on his motorcycle.  

14. The Adult Assailant was a Hispanic male, approximately mid to late thirties or early 

forties, about six feet tall, and had a beard and arm tattoos.  

15. The Adult Assailant first spoke to Teenage Assailant A and the group of teenagers that 

were huddled across the street from Complainant, Abrar, and Abrar’s older brother.    

16. The Adult Assailant then crossed the street on his motorcycle and parked.   

17. The Adult Assailant then approached Abrar from his right side and without warning 

sucker punched him in the right side of the face.  

18. Abrar did not know the Adult Assailant.  

19. Complainant then came to his son’s defense and began to engage with the Adult 

Assailant. 

20. The teenaged assailants, including Teenage Assailant A, upon seeing the above 

incident, ran to join the attack upon Complainant, Abrar, and Abrar’s brother. The fight lasted 

approximately three to four minutes before the teenaged assailants and Teenage Assailant A ran away 

and the Adult Assailant left on his motorcycle. 

21. Officers from the 102nd Precinct arrived at the Chowdhury home shortly after the 

incident. Complainant filed a police report immediately with Officer Jaggernauth of the 102nd 

Precinct (Complaint #2019-102-3247) and provided him with brief personal testimony, Teenaged 
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Assailant A’s photograph, and video footage from the security tapes of the mosque. The Chowdhury 

apartment is located in the same building as the mosque.  

22. Abrar was rushed to Cohen Children’s Medical Center, where he was diagnosed with 

a facial fracture. He was scheduled for surgery on June 19.  At the hospital, Abrar was given antibiotics 

and other medicine to lower the swelling.   

23. Abrar’s brother suffered injuries to his hand.  

24. Complainant suffered face and back injuries also.  

25. On June 16, Complainant, following instructions, called the phone number provided 

on the police report receipt given to him by Officer Jaggernauth. A woman answered and promised 

Detective Contreras would follow up shortly. 

26. On June 19, the day of Abrar’s surgery, Respondent Contreras came to the Cohen 

Children’s Medical Center to receive testimony of the incident from Complainant, Abrar, and Abrar’s 

brother. 

27. Respondent Contreras spoke to Abrar’s doctors about his injuries and therefore, upon 

information and belief, was aware of the extent of Abrar’s injuries and of the fact that he was on 

painkillers. 

28. Nonetheless, Respondent Contreras questioned Abrar about the incident while he was 

mentally incapacitated from painkillers. Abrar remembers neither the line of questioning nor the 

responses he gave.  

29. As a result of the assault, Abrar required facial surgery, an open reduction and internal 

fixation tripod fracture of zygomaticomaxillary complex.  Abrar had four titanium plates inserted in 

his face.   

30. Abrar was admitted into the hospital for his surgery on June 19 and was not discharged 

until June 22.   
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31. On June 22, Complainant requested a case update and a meeting with Respondent 

Contreras via text. Detective Contreras said he would meet with Abrar as soon as he was discharged 

in order to administer a photograph identification test of the Adult Assailant.  

32. Abrar’s doctor prescribed bed rest, painkillers, and antibiotics immediately following 

his discharge from the hospital. Therefore, Complainant requested that Detective Contreras come to 

the Chowdhury home to speak to Abrar.  

33. Respondent Contreras refused this accommodation; instead, he requested that Abrar 

come to the 102nd Precinct with Complainant on June 25 (three days after Abrar’s June 22 hospital 

discharge). 

34. Complainant, Abrar, and Abrar’s brother went to the 102nd Precinct as requested on 

June 25. Abrar and his brother both underwent the photo identification test separately. 

35. Upon information and belief, Abrar and his brother were each shown at least 50 

mugshots of adult men. Both Abrar and his brother, responding truthfully and to the best of their 

ability, said that they did not see the adult assailant in any of the photographs.  

36. At this June 25th meeting, Complainant asked Detective Contreras for an update in 

the investigation and why he was not pursing charges against the teenagers, especially Teenage 

Assailant A.  Detective Contreras responded by informing Complainant that the teenagers were 

minors and that he would not pursue charges against them.   

37. Thereafter, Detective Contreras asked Complainant and his family to investigate and 

determine Teenage Assailant A’s residential address.  Detective Contreras claims that he called P.S. 

210, Teenage Assailant A’s school, and they refused to disclose Teenage Assailant A’s address.   

38. Complainant and his family were confused and shocked by Detective Contreras’ 

request.  Further Complainant did not understand how the NYPD could not find Teenage Assailant 

A’s address or whereabouts especially given the fact that Teenage Assailant A engaged in and started 
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the attack on Abrar, Abrar’s brother, and Complainant.  Notably, Abrar had provided Detective 

Contreras the name of Teenage Assailant A, what school he attends, and a photo of Teenage Assailant 

A.   

39. Later that day, Abrar texted Detective Contreras informing him that another teenager 

present at the crime scene posted a Snapchat message stating he had video of the assault.  Abrar 

provided Detective Contreras the name of the teenager.   

40. Upon information and belief, Detective Contreras did not follow up and investigate if 

this teenager had a video of the assault.   

41. Detective Contreras responded via text and instructed Abrar to get him Teenage 

Assailant A’s address.  This was the second time that Detective Contreras asked Complainant or Abrar 

to investigate and get Teenage Assailant A’s address.   

42. Abrar asked Detective Contreras to follow Teenage Assailant A home after school.  

Detective Contreras responded that “school is over.” However, according to NYC Department of 

Education 2018-2019 school calendar, public schools were open and last day for students was June 

26, 2019—one day after this text message exchange.  

43. After June 25, Respondent Contreras ceased all communication with the Chowdhury 

family, although Complainant texted him on June 29, called him twice, and Abrar texted him on July 

6. 

44. On July 6, 2019, Abrar sent Detective Contreras screenshots of a teenager’s messages 

claiming to have a “good video” of Adult Assailant approaching Abrar.   

45. Upon information and belief, Detective Contreras did not follow up and investigate if 

the “good video” of Adult Assailant exists.   

46. It was inappropriate of Detective Contreras to demand that Complainant and Abrar 

assume investigative responsibilities by determining Teenage Assailant A’s address. It was even more 
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inappropriate given that Respondent Contreras made such a request to Abrar, a minor, via text without 

notifying his parents. 

47. Further, Teenage Assailant A’s address could have been secured from P.S. 210 through 

a subpoena. Therefore, this information was under the jurisdiction of and within the capability 

Respondent Contreras to secure if deemed necessary to the investigation. 

48. On July 29, 2019, undersigned counsel sent written communication to Respondent 

Contreras requesting a status update and if any arrests have been made.   

49. On July 29, 2019, Respondent Contreras called undersigned counsel.  Respondent 

Contreras informed undersigned counsel that the case was closed, no arrests were made, the NYPD 

secured no video footage, and were unable to identify the Adult Assailant.   

50. Respondent Contreras further attested that Teenage Assailant A did not cause Abrar’s 

injuries. It is unclear how Respondent Contreras reached this conclusion since he never interviewed 

Teenage Assailant A.  Notably, Abrar, Abrar’s brother, and Complainant all allege that Teenage 

Assailant A participated in the attack. Despite this testimony and without interviewing Teenage 

Assailant A or acquiring or reviewing any video footage, Respondent Contreras still determined that 

Teenage Assailant A was not involved in causing any injuries to Abrar, Abrar’s brother, or 

Complainant.  

51. Respondent Contreras further stated that because Teenage Assailant A was not under 

criminal investigation, the NYPD is not able to get a subpoena to discover Teenage Assailant A’s 

home address.   

52. Respondent Contreras further admitted that he did not communicate this information 

to the Chowdhury family.  Respondent Contreras stated that he did not update the Chowdhury family 

because he did not have good updates to give them.   
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53. Upon information and belief, no further action has been taken since June 25 to 

investigate Adult Assailant and ensure that he does not pose a further threat to the Chowdhury family 

and public. 

54. The Chowdhury family is scared to death that Adult Assailant and Teenage Assailant 

A are able to attack them at any moment.  As a result, the Chowdhury family intends to move to Kings 

County because they fear their lives are in danger.  

55. Section 14-151 of the New York City Administrative Code defines biased policing as 

any discrimination, including failure to take action, by law enforcement that is motivated by a person’s 

actual or perceived status protected by law.  

56. As a result of the Respondents’ biased policing and failure to investigate the attack of 

his son, Complainant and his son Abrar have suffered damages including, but not limited to, 

humiliation, social difficulty, and emotional distress.  

57. The OIG-NYPD found that 68% of biased policing complaints against the NYPD 

contained allegations of discriminatory policing based on race, ethnicity, color, or national origin 

(Complaints of Biased Policing in New York City, June 2019, 2). Respondents’ failure to investigate 

Abrar’s attack appears to follow this pattern of biased policing and negligence by the NYPD against 

Muslim, Black, Brown, and immigrant New Yorkers.  

58. This discrepancy is demonstrable in the NYPD’s Complaint Statistics Involving Hate 

Crimes Incidents by Bias Motivation for the 1st Quarter of 2019, which records 66 anti-Semitic and 

11 anti-White incidents but only three anti-Islamic, one anti-Arab, three anti-Hispanic, and nine anti-

Black incidents. 

59. Complainant seeks the immediate re-opening of the investigation into his son’s assault.  

Complainant seeks a thorough and transparent investigation into his son’s assault.  
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60. Complainant seeks a full investigation into the NYPD’s actions in this incident, 

including but not limited to, disciplinary actions against all responsible parties.  Complainant further 

seeks the removal of Respondent Contreras from this case.  

61. Complainant seeks amendments and additional procedures and policies requiring 

transparency and accountability of the NYPD.  Moreover, Complainant asks the CCRB to review 

previous cases closed under similar circumstances to determine the full extent of this misconduct and 

abuse of police authority.   

Dated: August 14, 2019 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
_____________________________ 
Ahmed Mohamed, Esq. 
Council on American Islamic Relations, New York Inc. 
46-01 20th Avenue 
Queens, NY 11105 
T: (646) 665-7599 
F: 646-934-6051 
 
Attorney for Complainant Atiqur Chowdhury on behalf of minor child 
Abrar Chowdhury  

 
To: Civilian Complaint Review Board 

100 Church St., 10th Floor, New York, NY 10007 
Via mail  
 

 




